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Near the equatorial plasmapause at around 4–5 Earth radius (Re) geocentric distance, pancake distributed tens of eV ions are sometimes found, as previously reported by Olsen et al. (1987). Cluster CIS data during perigee traversals in 2001–2002 (nearly 200 traversals) revealed new features of these equatorially-trapped warm ions. (1) The characteristic energy of He⁺ is often higher than that of H⁺. (2) Some events show non-thermal ring distribution for He⁺ rather than superthermal pancake distribution. H⁺ can also have the ring distribution in such events. (3) While majority of the events are dispersion-free, some events show energy-time dispersion, indicating drifts from different local times. (4) The time scale of the development is about an hour, which is much shorter than the drifting time of these ions around the Earth. Cluster statistics also confirmed some results from the previous studies: (5) These ions are confined within a few degrees of latitudinal range near the equator, and have nearly 90° pitch angles. (6) At a geocentric distance of about 4–4.5 Re where Cluster traversed the equator during its perigee, the probability of observing clear events is about 40–45% in the noon and dusk sectors and about 20–25% in the night-to-dawn sector. (7) They are dominated by H⁺ with variable content of He⁺. The He⁺/H⁺ ratio is much less than 5% for the majority of the cases. Citation: Yamauchi, M., I. Dandouras, H. Rème, and F. El-Lemdani Mazouz (2012), Equatorially confined warm trapped ions at around 100 eV near the plasmapause, Geophys. Res. Lett., 39, L15101, doi:10.1029/2012GL052366.

1. Introduction

[2] Near the plasmapause, localized enhancement of low-energy ion flux is often observed. Its form can be either density enhancement [Chappell et al., 1971] or temperature enhancement [Olsen, 1981]. The density enhancement (cold dense plume of plasmaspheric origin) has long been studied, and some types (i.e., cloaks) are known to detach and drain [e.g., Borovsky and Denton, 2008; Darrouzet et al., 2009, and references therein]. The temperature enhancement has not been studied very much for more than two decades after Olsen et al. [1987] demonstrated the morphology of warm trapped ions within a few degree latitudinal range near the equator using low-energy ion instruments that cover up to 50 eV [see also Lemnartsson and Reasoner, 1978; Olsen, 1981; Olsen et al., 1994]. These warm ions show a pancake distribution (nearly 90° pitch angles) with the perpendicular temperature of tens of eV [Olsen et al., 1987]. We call these ions “equatorially-trapped warm ions” hereafter.

[3] The other results from Olsen et al. [1987] are summarized as follows. The equatorially-trapped warm ions are primarily composed of H⁺. The plasma density obtained from the wave instrument is nearly unchanged between inside and outside the equatorially-trapped warm ions; i.e., the observed flux enhancement is mainly due to the temperature increase. The He⁺/H⁺ ratio of these warm ions is normally much less than 5%, although some cases show about the same He⁺/H⁺ ratio as the cold plasmaspheric component, i.e., 5–10%. When He⁺ are detected, they have about the same temperature as H⁺. These observations led Olsen et al. to conclude that at least heavy ions are not preferentially heated compared to H⁺. Thus, this is a different phenomenon from the cold plasmaspheric plume [e.g., Darrouzet et al., 2008].

[4] The equatorially-trapped warm ions are observed during nearly all geomagnetic conditions, and are mainly found at 3–5 Re at all local times (4–5 Re in the dusk side and <4 Re in the dawn side) except 4–8 MLT where they can be distributed at <3 Re where DE-1 satellite did not traverse [Olsen et al., 1987]. The pancake-distributed tens of eV ions are also found by low-inclination satellites such as geosynchronous satellites [Horwitz et al., 1981], in which the pitch angle distribution is consistent with the confinement to the equator [Olsen et al., 1994].

[5] During the perigee traversals, the Cluster satellites crossed nearly perpendicular to the equatorial plane at 4–5 Re geocentric distance. Cluster Ion Spectrometry (CIS) [Rème et al., 2001] measures ions at the relevant and wide energy range (0.03–40 keV for COMposition DIstribution Function (CODIF) with mass separation and 0.005–40 keV for Hot Ion Analyser (HIA) without mass separation), and has sufficient sensitivity to reveal the characteristics of the equatorially-trapped warm ions. Therefore, Cluster is an ideal mission to study these ions, and we actually found new features with CIS, which we report in this paper. We primarily use the CODIF data because it is much less contaminated by the radiation belt particles than HIA. The general CIS observations during Cluster perigee traversals are summarized in Darrouzet et al. [2009] and Dandouras et al. [2009]. Unfortunately, the electron data at the relevant
2. Observations

[6] Figure 1 shows an example of the equatorially-trapped warm ions. The data are taken from the perigee traversal near the equator. The geomagnetic activity was quiet for 18 h except for a period of minor activity (AL = -150 nT) at 6–9 h before this event. In Figure 1, the looking direction within the equator, i.e., the perpendicular direction to the geomagnetic field, is presented for four species (H+, He++, He+, and O+), while the field-aligned direction (looking north and south within about a 45° cone angle) is presented only for H+.

[7] At around 17:50 UT, an intense H+ signature at around 40–200 eV is recognized together with a clear He+ signature at higher energy than H+. It is observed very close to the equator that is identified by the wave activity observed by WHISPER (e.g., the (n + 0.5)\(f_{ce}\) burst, where \(f_{ce}\) is the electron cyclotron frequency, and n ≥ 1 [El-Lemdani Mazouz et al., 2009, and references therein]). Neither He++ nor O+ signature is recognized in the spectrogram (the faint count of He++ is contamination of H+). The signature is seen only in the perpendicular direction to the geomagnetic field, but not in the parallel or anti-parallel direction to the geomagnetic field up to at least 45° pitch angles. These ions are the equatorially-trapped warm ions.

[8] We examined all perigee traversals during 2001–2002 when the sensitivity of the instrument was highest before degradation of the sensor by the radiation belt dose became significant for this specific phenomenon after 2003. During this period, CODIF was operated much more frequently on SC-4 than on SC-1 or SC-3 (it did not work on SC-2). Therefore, we use SC-4 for statistics. There are a total of 187 traversals with CODIF observations by SC-4, in which 23 traversals are highly contaminated by the radiation belt particles and are removed. The remaining 164 traversals are examined.

[9] Out of these 164 traversals, the equatorially-trapped warm ions are clearly identified in 56 traversals while we could not find any signature in 85 traversals. The remaining 23 traversals are unclear. Thus, the probability of observing the equatorially-trapped warm ions by a single spacecraft is about 35–45%. The observation probability is increased by about 5% if we count all traversals when one of the three spacecraft detected the event because in some cases only one or two spacecraft detected them. This 5% difference most likely reflects the time scale of the phenomenon, as discussed later. Note that CODIF does not measure ions with energy <30 eV during the normal mode, and therefore, the occurrence probability of all events may even be higher.

[10] We also examined the local time distribution. Since the statistics are not very large, we divided the data into only four sectors, dawn, noon, dusk, and night. Figure 2 summarizes the probability of observing the equatorially-trapped warm ions by SC-4 at each sector. The probability is higher in the noon and dusk sectors (nearly half the traversals) than in the night-to-dawn sector (about one quarter of the traversals). The probabilities of observing the event by one of three spacecraft are again about 5–10% higher than
Figure 3. Average distribution functions ($f_{i,j}$) in the perpendicular direction to the magnetic field ($\perp$) over 7–8 spins (about 1–2 min) for (a) He$^+$ (CODIF), and (b) H$^+$ (CODIF) and total ions (HIA: brown), obtained from SC-1 (black and brown) and SC-4 (blue). HIA and CODIF H$^+$ channels have the same energy bins in these plots, and one-count levels are shown by the hatched areas with the same colors as the plots. To subtract the contamination background by the radiation belt particles for He$^+$ and total ions (H$^+$ does not need subtraction), we tried two methods: (1) by subtracting the distribution function in the field-aligned direction ($\parallel$), as denoted by crosses; (2) by subtracting $f_{i,j}$ at the time without the warm ion signature (13 min after the event), as denoted by circles. Unfortunately, neither method can fully subtract the background, and therefore, the actual $f_{i,j}$ is most likely below the circles and crosses. (c) Velocity-space distribution function of H$^+$ for energy <2 keV observed by SC-4 (CODIF). A 2-D cut in the $\perp$ perpendicular plane is displayed for one spin starting at 1751:00 UT. The circular white void region corresponds to H$^+$ < 25 eV, for which CODIF does not measure. (d) Energy flux for H$^+$ (red triangles), He$^+$ (green circles), and total ions (crosses). The radiation belt contamination is subtracted by the second method. One-count levels are below the horizontal axis (3x10$^4$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$str$^{-1}$). The solid lines are Gaussian fittings $f_{i,j} \propto E^2\exp[(\sqrt{E} - \sqrt{E_0})^2/\Delta E]$ for H$^+$ (red) and He$^+$ (green), respectively.

These values. The drop of the probability in the night-to-dawn sector agrees with the cold ion (<50 eV) measurements by DE-1 [Olsen et al., 1987, plate 7], in which the equatorially-trapped warm ions are observed at a shorter geocentric distance (<4 Re) in the night-to-dawn sector than in the other sectors.

One new feature that Cluster revealed is the energy distribution beyond 50 eV. Figures 3a and 3b show the 1-D distribution function in the perpendicular direction to the geomagnetic field ($f_{i,j}$) for He$^+$ and H$^+$, respectively. We overlaid the observation by SC-1 that crossed the equator about 3 min before SC-4. Since data from HIA and CODIF He$^+$ channel are highly contaminated by the radiation belt particles, we tried to reduce the contamination by two methods (see figure caption). After such corrections, the HIA (total ion) data agrees with the CODIF H$^+$ data for both spacecraft, confirming the decreasing trend toward zero energy. This trend is more obvious for He$^+$. Thus, the distribution functions for H$^+$ and particularly He$^+$ have peaks at non-zero energies. These offsets are not due to convection because typical drift velocity of 1 LT/h at 4 Re corresponds to about 2 km/s (0.1 eV) and is below the instrument limit. In fact, the distribution is nearly gyrotropic according to a 2-D distribution perpendicular to the magnetic field as shown in Figure 3c. A gyrotropic distribution with peak at non-zero energy means a ring distribution. A Gaussian fitting of $\propto E^2\exp[(\sqrt{E} - \sqrt{E_0})^2/\Delta E]$ to the energy flux as shown in Figure 3d yields the center energies ($E_0$) for the He$^+$ and H$^+$ rings of 100 eV and 25 eV, respectively, for this example. The fitting of H$^+$ is not perfect for high-energy part, indicating more effective energization for higher energy.

By choosing traversals during 2001–2002 in which the He$^+$ channel is not contaminated very much by the radiation belt electrons, we found 29 intense events that have peak differential energy fluxes for H$^+$ of more than 3x10$^6$ keV cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$str$^{-1}$ keV$^{-1}$. Note that this threshold might be overestimated, because the count rate increases drastically for the same flux when contamination by the radiation belt particles increases, and because the effect of the radiation belt is not zero in this region. Out of these 29 examples, 10 cases showed identifiable He$^+$ at clearly higher energy than H$^+$; 13 cases are without He$^+$ signature; 3 cases showed minor He$^+$ signature at the same energy as H$^+$ but the intensity is so low that we could not discern the signature from H$^+$ contamination; and 3 cases showed clear He$^+$ signature at the same energy as H$^+$. The ratio of the characteristic energies (energies of peak energy flux) between He$^+$ and H$^+$ varies in different examples. In addition, three more cases showed only He$^+$ near 30 eV (lower energy threshold) such that the absence of the H$^+$ count may well be interpreted as the energization of H$^+$ being less than 30 eV.

Except for the energy distribution of He$^+$ and H$^+$, we have the same result as Olsen et al. [1987]: the coexistence of the He$^+$ with the equatorially-trapped warm protons is quite variable and the He$^+$/H$^+$ ratio is much less than 5% in most cases. We also searched an O$^+$ signature in these 29 cases because Olsen et al. [1987] found one case with O$^+$. However, we could not identify clear O$^+$ signatures beyond the background level, partly because the contamination by the radiation belt particles is severer in O$^+$ data than in He$^+$ data. On the other hand, we found two cases with clear O$^+$ signature at higher energy than He$^+$ when only He$^+$ is observed near 30 eV without H$^+$. Both cases are observed during the recovery phase of magnetic storms.

With multi-spacecraft, Cluster also revealed temporal development of the equatorially-trapped warm ions. Figure 4 shows CODIF data from three spacecraft. All the spacecraft crossed the magnetic equator at nearly the same local time (16.8 MLT) at slightly different UT and geocentric distances: SC-1 at around 04:48 UT (4.3 Re), SC-4 at around 04:50 UT (4.0 Re), and SC-3 at around 05:31 UT (4.2 Re). The absence of the warm ion signature in SC-1 and -4 indicates the absence at 4.0–4.3 Re geocentric distances at around 04:50 UT. Therefore, the clear signature of the equatorially-trapped warm ions observed 40 min later by SC-3 means a sudden appearance of the warm ions within 40 min. This time scale is much shorter than the time scale of ion drift around the Earth at this energy. The short time scale partly
explains the different probabilities of the detection between single spacecraft and one of three spacecraft and between different sectors. We examined all traversals during 2001–2002 with a spacecraft separation of more than 40 min, and found that the majority of them showed substantial changes in the intensity (by more than factor of 5).

The last new feature of the equatorially-trapped warm ions is energy-time dispersion, which is recognized in Figure 4. Out of 29 intense H\(^+\) events identified by SC-4, five cases showed clear energy-time dispersion, and all dispersions show energy increasing with time. Since it is exactly at the equator and perigee, this dispersion cannot come from a spatial structure, and must come from different time-of-flight of ion drifts at different energies. The strength of the dispersion can be used to estimate the source distance and time-of-flight.

The energy-independent E \(\times\) B drift (including corotation) determines the main motion of low energy ions, and the energy-dependent magnetic drift (\(V_B [\text{MLT/h}] \sim 0.35 \text{ W[keV]}\) at around 4 R\(_E\)) causes the energy-time dispersion, where \(W\) is the energy of the equatorially-trapped ions [Yamauchi et al., 2006]. For 150 eV ions and 30 eV ions, the magnetic drifts are about 0.05 MLT/h and about 0.01 MLT/h, respectively, causing a difference of 0.04 MLT/h. Since the E \(\times\) B drift at 17 MLT is slightly slower than the co-rotation (1 MLT/h eastward), it takes about 3 min to drift over a distance of 0.04 MLT. This is the same as the observed time lag between the 30 eV and 150 eV signatures. Inversely, the dispersion in Figure 4e means that ions are heated about 1 h before at a limited MLT range (otherwise, we cannot explain the lower energy cut-off) at around 16 MLT. Such a new arrival scenario agrees with the absence of equatorially-trapped warm ions 40 min before.

3. Discussion

Many questions remained for future study. One is the cause of different characteristic energies between H\(^+\) and He\(^+\), and of the ring distribution in some cases. The ring distribution indicates non-thermal heating such as resonance with waves. One possible scenario is multiple heating. Since the equatorial plasmapause is a region with many waves, it is possible that two heating mechanisms coexist: one pre-heating mechanism to the same temperature between H\(^+\) and He\(^+\), and the other post-heating mechanism to different energies. To answer this, we need a systematic examination between ion data and the wave data.

The variable He\(^+\) (and O\(^+\)) content is another mystery. We have not yet identified any special conditions for traversals with high He\(^+\) content with CIS data. The last question is the source extent. The example in Figure 4 indicates a very narrow source region with temporal heating. On the other hand, dispersion-free cases (the majority) mean that the ions are energized very close to the spacecraft unless the energization is very uniform at a very extended source, which is unlikely. If the energization is local, the observation frequency of more than one third means that the energization takes place at many spots, and that should give a higher observation probability for dispersed cases than for non-dispersed cases. We have not yet found the answer to this discrepancy.

4. Conclusions

Cluster CIS/CODIF observations during perigee traversals revealed new features of the equatorially-trapped warm ions.

1. The characteristic energy of He\(^+\) is often higher than that of H\(^+\).

2. Some events show a non-thermal ring distribution for H\(^+\) and particularly for He\(^+\) rather than superthermal pancake distribution.

3. While majority of the events are dispersion-free, some events show energy-time dispersion, indicating drifts from different local times.

4. The time scale of the development is about an hour, and is much shorter than the drifting time of these ions around the Earth.

Cluster CIS data also confirmed some of the results of previous studies:

5. These ions are confined within a few degrees of latitudinal range near the equator, and have nearly 90\(^\circ\) pitch angles.

6. At the geocentric distance of about 4–4.5 R\(_E\) where Cluster traversed the equator at its perigee, the observation probability of clear events is about 40–45% in the noon and dusk sectors and about 20–25% in the night-to-dawn sector.

7. They are dominated by tens of eV H\(^+\) with a variable content of He\(^+\). The He\(^+\)/H\(^+\) ratio is much less than 5% for the majority of the cases.

Figure 4. Cluster ion (CIS/CODIF) data from SC-1, 3, and 4 during perigee traversal on 20 June, 2001 during 4:30~6:00 UT. The format is similar to Figure 1, showing H\(^+\) and He\(^+\) data in the perpendicular directions to the geomagnetic field for (a and b) SC-1, (c and d) SC-4, and (e and f) SC-3.
We still have many questions left. Some may be solved by a thorough comparison between the ion data and wave data as well as by drift simulation. Some may be addressed in the coming Radiation Belt Storm Probes (RBSP) mission.
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